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 Phase2 8.0 is a powerful 2D elasto-plastic finite element stress analysis program for underground or surface excavations in rock
or soil. It is used to calculate the strength of rock and soil (compression, tension, shear and angle) and to analyze the engineering

behavior of rock and soil in various excavation stages, including collapse, shrinkage, vibration, work area safety etc. The
program can also be used to simulate the behavior of geosynthetics, geotextiles, anchors, and geomembranes and the rock

mechanics of tunneling and excavation.As a general rule, when using the media, we tend to believe that the press is primarily
engaged in reporting news. It is not. It is involved in a duel, a struggle for survival. When the newspaper industry is prospering,
we are all the beneficiaries of their efforts. When it is struggling, we should all suffer together. But is this really the case? The
answer is no. There is a lot of news in the media. Most of it is about celebrities, politics, shopping, entertainment, gossip and

sex. ADVERTISEMENT For the most part, the media uses the very cheap tactic of publishing “information” about these topics
to attract readers and viewers. They do not care for the truth. They care for a piece of gossip that will make them look clever or

sad. This affects our lives greatly. Because the media works to do the bidding of the government, politicians and private
companies, it creates a “fake news” phenomenon. In the Philippines, there is no shortage of stories that the media can report
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about. If the news about the 1,000 deaths in a bridge collapse is true, then it is a serious matter. If the news that Pope Francis
said something that was not true, it is no big deal. The news that a suspected kidnapper is the mayor’s nephew is far more

important than the truth of the statement. Just because it is reported in the media, does not make it true. Anyone can report on
anything. The media takes great pride in being a check on the power of the government and the people. When the media is

restrained, politicians abuse power. The media has lost its courage to report on important issues. It’s just lazy. It knows that it
will get its ratings. So, it reports only on stories that will make its viewers, readers, and listeners feel 82157476af
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